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Armageddon Bound
2020 Federal Budget Facts
Spending:
Income:

$4,746,000,000,000
$3,645,000,000,000

The federal deficit for 2010:
The federal debt:

($4.746 trillion dollars)
($3.645 trillion dollars)
$1.101 trillion dollars
$22 trillion (estimate)

The interest on the debt in 2020:
$479,000,000,000 ($479 billion)

Every Person Will Have to Pay:
$479,000,000,000 divided by 315,000,000 =
$1,520.63
dTrump says the economy is booming. Individuals are “flush” with money.
https://www.thebalance.com/u-s-federal-budget-breakdown-3305789
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Editorial

We’re Better than this ...Aren’t We?
It’s not that I’m tired. It’s not that I am giving up. But then again, I am very weary and the
thoughts I have of giving up appear regularly in my consciousness and dreams. Mass shooting,
the destruction of the endangered species protection act, the ADA, the climate protection
decimated, civil and voting rights under attack, children in cages, parents separated from their
children, and so much more, all done under the evil knife of dTrump and the GOP’pers. Twice
recently, I have been verbally attacked, albeit nothing new for me, but these two events have been
aimed at me during meetings where I have legal standing and permission to speak.
My weariness translates into words echoing from my male parental unit, “Shut up, Stupid.” Or,
“You (meaning me) have no right to speak.” Mother liked, however, “Sticks and stones will break
your bones, but words will never hurt you.“
As the deficit chalks up anther trillion, more words are shouted, “It’s the economy, Stupid.” “It’s
the high employment numbers!” You-know-who openly promotes white supremacy — racism and
misogamy. Under the supervision of dTrump and collusion with Netanyahu, two members of the
United States Congress were denied admittance to Israel — to be rescinded, it they would sign an
agreement — a gag order. Personally, I concur with ending aid to that country — a country where
citizens have millions of dollars in support from the U.S. resulting in free health care, abortion on
demand and great monetary support of higher education for their citizenry.
We are in the fight of our lives — our very lives are in grave danger.
Voices of the people are being heard. Just this past week a football game between a Plano High
School (where the recent shooter went to school) and the El Paso high school located close to
ground zero of the recent attack was cancelled. The Plano Independent School District ruled they
were fearful there would be trouble. The public outcry, however, shouted down the district and
the game was put back on the football season schedule.
Friends have commented on my “guts” to wear my tee shirt: “Adios, Trump —Vote for Julián
Castro!” in Collin County. During a recent trip to Costco in Plano, I had five different people and
groups stop me and give me a thumbs up! This is similar to responses I have gotten when I have
worn my Elizabeth Warren shirt - “A President Money CAN’T BUY!”
The Austin-American Statesman (8/6/19) asked this question, “We’re Better than this ... Aren’t We?”
Each of us must answer this question with courage and action regardless of our tiredness.
There will be no change in Lady Liberty’s, “Give me your tired, your poor, /Your huddled masses
yearning to breathe free, /The wretched refuse of your teeming shore./ Send these, the homeless,
tempest-tost to me, /I lift my lamp beside the golden door!” (Emma Lazarus)
We will not, cannot be silenced. We are better than this, “We the people of the United States, in
order to form a more perfect union; establish justice; insure domestic tranquility, provide for the
common defense, promote the general welfare and insure the blessings of liberty do ordain and
establish this Constitution for the United State of America.”
And, get out the vote!
Rachel Baker Ford, editor
(I have my “Moscow Mitch” tee shirt ordered!)
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Article
— Charles E. Ford, Jr.

“The Fed”
The Fed sounds like a federal law enforcement agency. It is not. The Fed is a short term for the
Federal Reserve Central Banking System, the central banking system of the United States. It
performs five general functions to promote the effective operation of the U.S. economy and, more
generally, the public interest.
The Federal Reserve:
1. Conducts the nation’s monetary policy of maximum employment, stable prices,
and moderate long-term interest rates in the U.S. economy;
2. Promotes the stability of the financial system and seeks to minimize and contain
systemic risks through active monitoring and engagement in the U.S. and abroad;
3. Promotes the safety and soundness of individual financial institutions and
monitors their impact on the financial system as a whole;
4. Fosters payment and settlement system safety and efficiency through services to
the banking industry and the U.S. government that facilitate U.S.-dollar transactions
and payments; and
5. Promotes consumer protection and community development through
consumer-focused supervision and examination, research and analysis of emerging
consumer issues and trends, community economic development activities, and the
administration of consumer laws and regulations.
https://www.federalreserve.gov/aboutthefed.htm

The Fed attempts to ensure a stable and secure banking system by adjusting the Federal Fund
Rate, the interest banks and credit unions charge each other to borrow funds held at Federal
Reserve banks. When a bank or credit union, has excess funds in its reserve account, it can lend
the excess funds to institutions in need of funds to meet their minimum reserve requirement.
The Federal Fund rate is currently 2.25 percent.
In the 1980’s the Federal Fund Rate hit 19.04 percent. It was a tough time to get a mortgage.
The Federal Fund Rate does not control mortgage rates but it can influence the rate when the
fund rate is raised or lowered. The mortgage rate is typically 3 to 5 percent higher than the
Federal Fund rate. Mortgage rates, car loan rates, and credit card interest rates are driven up or
down by competition and the Federal Reserve has no control of the rate. When the interest is too
low people will spend too much and save too little resulting in runaway inflation. If the interest
rate is too high spending will be dampened and the economy will slump.
A bank or credit union can borrow money at 2.41 percent and loan that money to you at any rate
the market will bare. The Bankrate, LLC Company (www.Bankrate.com) states the average credit
card interest rate is 17.85 percent per year. Translation: If you borrow $1,000 from a bank that
paid $24.10 to borrow from a Federal Reserve Bank, in one year you will pay the bank $178.50.
From our kitchen table: The interest rate on a replacement credit card charge (we received one
this week from Bank of America) is 19.24 percent per year. If we only pay the monthly interest, in
one year we will pay the bank $192.24 (as an FYI: we have a good credit rating).
Summary: What does the Federal Reserve do? It protects banks and credit unions. The FED
does one more thing. Sooner or later it irritates every politician.
https://www.federalreserve.gov/
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Domestic Terrorism
Judge Tina Clinton
Blog: Insights and Ruminations on Criminal Law
I decided to blog on this topic because of the questions raised by the killings in El Paso. The El Paso
DA has already stated that he would seek the death penalty under Texas criminal laws under capital
murder charges. But we have also heard the FBI was investigating this as a “domestic terrorism” case.
What exactly does that mean and will be a greater charge than the state level offense of capital
murder?
The U.S. Patriot Act defined domestic terrorism. It involves an act or activities that
(1) are dangerous to human life in violation of criminal laws of the U.S. or any state;
(2) that appears to be intended to intimidate/coerce a civilian population, influence a policy of a
government, or affect the conduct of a government by mass destruction/assignations/ kidnaping
destruction/assassination/kidnaping; and
(3) occurs primarily in the territorial jurisdiction of the US. And while we have this definition
for purposes of an investigation, there is no federal criminal offense that an individual or
individuals can be charged with for these acts. It’s not even an enhancement law, meaning
that the charges cannot be made more severe because of the designation of this act as one of
domestic terrorism.
Recent articles from major news channels have quoted the FBI in their June congressional testimony
stating that they had approximately 850 open domestic terrorism investigations. The number of
actual attacks carried out by domestic terrorists have risen and 40 percent are motivated by race.
Let’s look at why these laws differ from the designations foreign terrorism. U.S. laws define and
have laws penalizing foreign terrorism. In fact, it’s a federal crime to offer any material support to a
foreign terrorist organization. But the First Amendment makes it hard to treat groups based in the
U.S. the same way. The First Amendment protects free speech regardless of one’s ideology,
including hateful ideology.
In the Oklahoma bombing of 1995, Timothy McVeigh was prosecuted and given the death penalty
under federal law. The charges were using a weapon of mass destruction, conspiracy use of a
weapon of mass destruction, destructive use of explosives or incendiary devices, eight counts of
murder of federal law enforcement officers and 160 counts of murder of others. Though he is
thought of as a domestic terrorist, no domestic terrorism charges were included. He was given the
lethal injection in 2001 under federal laws.
What federal charges will come in the El Paso case? Only time will tell with the conclusion of the FBI
investigation. Hate crimes charges or murder charges are possible but that will ultimately be decided
by the US Attorney and the federal government. In the meanwhile, we do know that the El Paso DA
has already filed paperwork giving notice to the defense about his intentions.
I grieve for the families, victims and the community of El Paso. As we try to grapple with what has
happened, I hope this blog at least helps a reader that is trying to understand some of the
information that is coming out now regarding this senseless act of violence.
###
Posted by Judge Tina Clinton: August 10, 2019 https://judgetinaclinton.law.blog/2019/08/10/domestic-terrorism/
Judge Tina Clinton: I am currently the presiding judge of the Dallas County Criminal District Court #1. My 24-year
career in criminal justice has spanned different roles such as prosecutor, defense attorney, and judge. These are some of
my thoughts and ruminations on law.
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— Charles E. Ford, Jr.

Who Actually Runs the U.S. Government?

Steve Bannon:
RanTrump’s 2016
campaign. Spouts
White Nationalist
hatred. See Malcom
Nance’s book, The
Plot to Destroy
America.
Photo: Nicolas Kamm/AFP/Getty
Images

Wayne LaPierre: NRA
CEO stalls every effort to
improve gun regulations,
even changes to the
background checks. With
one phone call to Trump,
in spite of the tremendous
number of people killed
in mass murder incidents,
changes are made.

William Barr:
The U.S. Attorney General who works
as Trump’s personal attorney.
Photo: CBS NEWS

Putin: Trump
openly expresses his
admiration for Putin.
Stated publicly in
Helsinki, he believed
Putin instead of the
U.S. intelligence
community.
http://static2.businessinsider.com
/image

Kim Jung-Un:
Dictator of North
Korea who murders
North Koreans who
disagree with him,
sends Trump love
letters, and is
continuing efforts to
build rockets and
nuclear bombs to
attack the U.S. .
Photo:
www.themoscowtimes.com

Photo: Reuters

Puck:

Mike Pence:
Trump-Parrot and VicePresident. He visited
children incarcerated in
cages at the border,
shrugged his shoulders
and walked away. He is
another anti-abortion
advocate that doesn’t care
about children after they
are born.

Captain of our fairy band,
Helena is here at hand,
And the youth, mistook by me,
Pleading for a lover's fee.
Shall we their fond pageant see?
Lord, what fools these mortals be!
A Midsummer Nights Dream Act 3, scene 2, 110–115

Photo: www.aol.com/article/news/2017/01/1
2/mike-pence-debuts-new-family-pet-and-i
t-has-the-best-name-eve/21653935/

Moscow Mitch McConnell:
Senate Majority Leader,
‘Ole Mitch personally stalled
all efforts of Congress to
improve the lives of
Americans while doing
Trump’s bidding, like
approving appointees to
judicial positions with
absolutely no qualifications
and refusing to bring
legislation to the Senate
floor.
Photo:https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2018
/03/02/mitch-mcconnell-pivots-guncontrol-banking-reform/

Lindsey Graham:
KY Senior Senator,
impassioned, vocal
supporter of Trump.
In 2015 stated, “He’s
a race-bating,
xenophobic, religious
bigot. He doesn’t
represent my
Republican party.” Is
Lindsey going to be
V.P. if Trump is
re-elected?

Rush Linbaugh:
Right wing radio host
who from time to time
leads conservatives
further and further to
the right
Photo
http://gregladen.com/blog/2015/01/
30/rush-limbaugh-fires-mitt-romney/

Fox News:
Fox News is not bashful
about spreading Trump’s
lies (According to MSNBC,
now numbering over
10,000) as truth. They
ignore dTrump’s stupid
remarks and efforts to
destroy our Government
and endanger people.
Photo:
http://gregladen.com/blog/2015/01/
30/rush-limbaugh-fires-mitt-romney/

Photo:www.wsj.com/video/
sen-lindsey-graham-defends-kavan
augh-at-hearing/
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John Cornyn:
Texas Senior Senator
Corny appears when
Moscow McConnell or
dTrump come to town
or the border.

Photo:
www.clickondetroit.com/entertainmen
t/fox-news-launching-streaming-servic
e-for-superfans/
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Senator Ted Cruz:
Texas Junior Senator
Crude, plods along with
Senator Corny, Moscow
Mitch, and dTrump
when the TV cameras
are rolling.
Photo:https://hollywoodlife.
com/2016/03/25/reporterconfirms-ted-cruz-cheating-scandal-wa
shington-times-drew-johnson/
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FDR’s First Inaugural Address—

“We Have Nothing to Fear but Fear Itself!”
I am certain that my fellow Americans expect that on my
induction into the Presidency I will address them with a
candor and a decision which the present situation of our
people impel. This is preeminently the time to speak the
truth, the whole truth, frankly and boldly. Nor need we
shrink from honestly facing conditions in our country
today. This great Nation will endure as it has endured,
will revive and will prosper. So, first of all, let me assert
my firm belief that the only thing we have to fear is fear
itself—nameless, unreasoning, unjustified terror which
paralyzes needed efforts to convert retreat into advance.
In every dark hour of our national life a leadership of
frankness and vigor has met with that understanding
and support of the people themselves which is essential
to victory. I am convinced that you will again give that
support to leadership in these critical days.
In such a spirit on my part and on yours we face our
common difficulties. They concern, thank God, only
material things. Values have shrunken to fantastic levels;
taxes have risen; our ability to pay has fallen;
government of all kinds is faced by serious curtailment of
income; the means of exchange are frozen in the
currents of trade; the withered leaves of industrial
enterprise lie on every side; farmers find no markets for
their produce; the savings of many years in thousands of
families are gone.
More important, a host of unemployed citizens face the
grim problem of existence, and an equally great number
toil with little return. Only a foolish optimist can deny
the dark realities of the moment.
Yet our distress comes from no failure of substance. We
are stricken by no plague of locusts. Compared with the
perils which our forefathers conquered because they
believed and were not afraid, we have still much to be
thankful for. Nature still offers her bounty and human
efforts have multiplied it. Plenty is at our doorstep, but a
generous use of it languishes in the very sight of the
supply. Primarily this is because the rulers of the
exchange of mankind’s goods have failed, through their
own stubbornness and their own incompetence, have
admitted their failure, and abdicated. Practices of the
unscrupulous money changers stand indicted in the
court of public opinion, rejected by the hearts and minds
of men.
True they have tried, but their efforts have been cast in
the pattern of an outworn tradition. Faced by failure of
credit they have proposed only the lending of more
money. Stripped of the lure of profit by which to induce
our people to follow their false leadership, they have
resorted to exhortations, pleading tearfully for restored
confidence. They know only the rules of a generation of
self-seekers. They have no vision, and when there is no
vision the people perish. The money changers have fled
from their high seats in the temple of our civilization. We
may now restore that temple to the ancient truths.
The measure of the restoration lies in the extent to
which we apply social values more noble than mere
monetary profit.
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Happiness lies not in the mere possession of money; it
lies in the joy of achievement, in the thrill of creative
effort. The joy and moral stimulation of work no longer
must be forgotten in the mad chase of evanescent
profits. These dark days will be worth all they cost us if
they teach us that our true destiny is not to be
ministered unto but to minister to ourselves and to our
fellow men.
Recognition of the falsity of material wealth as the
standard of success goes hand in hand with the
abandonment of the false belief that public office and
high political position are to be valued only by the
standards of pride of place and personal profit; and
there must be an end to a conduct in banking and in
business which too often has given to a sacred trust the
likeness of callous and selfish wrongdoing. Small
wonder that confidence languishes, for it thrives only
on honesty, on honor, on the sacredness of obligations,
on faithful protection, on unselfish performance;
without them it cannot live.
Restoration calls, however, not for changes in ethics
alone. This Nation asks for action, and action now.
Our greatest primary task is to put people to work. This
is no unsolvable problem if we face it wisely and
courageously. It can be accomplished in part by direct
recruiting by the Government itself, treating the task as
we would treat the emergency of a war, but at the same
time, through this employment, accomplishing greatly
needed projects to stimulate and reorganize the use of
our natural resources.
Hand in hand with this we must frankly recognize the
overbalance of population in our industrial centers and,
by engaging on a national scale in a redistribution,
endeavor to provide a better use of the land for those
best fitted for the land. The task can be helped by
definite efforts to raise the values of agricultural
products and with this the power to purchase the
output of our cities. It can be helped by preventing
realistically the tragedy of the growing loss through
foreclosure of our small homes and our farms. It can be
helped by insistence that the Federal, State, and local
governments act forthwith on the demand that their
cost be drastically reduced. It can be helped by the
unifying of relief activities which today are often
scattered, uneconomical, and unequal. It can be helped
by national planning for and supervision of all forms of
transportation and of communications and other
utilities which have a definitely public character.
There are many ways in which it can be helped, but it
can never be helped merely by talking about it. We
must act and act quickly.
Finally, in our progress toward a resumption of work
we require two safeguards against a return of the evils
of the old order; there must be a strict supervision of all
banking and credits and investments; there must be an
end to speculation with other people’s money, and
there must be provision for an adequate but sound
currency.
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FDR’s First Inaugural Address

Page 2 — continued
There are the lines of attack. I shall presently urge
upon a new Congress in special session detailed
measures for their fulfillment, and I shall seek the
immediate assistance of the several States.
Through this program of action we address ourselves
to putting our own national house in order and
making income balance outgo. Our international trade
relations, though vastly important, are in point of time
and necessity secondary to the establishment of a
sound national economy. I favor as a practical policy
the putting of first things first. I shall spare no effort to
restore world trade by international economic
readjustment, but the emergency at home cannot wait
on that accomplishment.
The basic thought that guides these specific means of
national recovery is not narrowly nationalistic. It is the
insistence, as a first consideration, upon the
interdependence of the various elements in all parts of
the United States—a recognition of the old and
permanently important manifestation of the American
spirit of the pioneer. It is the way to recovery. It is the
immediate way. It is the strongest assurance that the
recovery will endure.
In the field of world policy I would dedicate this
Nation to the policy of the good neighbor—the
neighbor who resolutely respects himself and, because
he does so, respects the rights of others—the neighbor
who respects his obligations and respects the sanctity of
his agreements in and with a world of neighbors.
If I read the temper of our people correctly, we now
realize as we have never realized before our
interdependence on each other; that we can not
merely take but we must give as well; that if we are to
go forward, we must move as a trained and loyal army
willing to sacrifice for the good of a common discipline,
because without such discipline no progress is made,
no leadership becomes effective. We are, I know, ready
and willing to submit our lives and property to such
discipline, because it makes possible a leadership which
aims at a larger good. This I propose to offer, pledging
that the larger purposes will bind upon us all as a
sacred obligation with a unity of duty hitherto evoked
only in time of armed strife.
With this pledge taken, I assume unhesitatingly the
leadership of this great army of our people dedicated
to a disciplined attack upon our common problems.
Action in this image and to this end is feasible under
the form of government which we have inherited from
our ancestors. Our Constitution is so simple and
practical that it is possible always to meet extraordinary
needs by changes in emphasis and arrangement
without loss of essential form. That is why our
constitutional system has proved itself the most
superbly enduring political mechanism the modern
world has produced.
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It has met every stress of vast expansion of territory, of
foreign wars, of bitter internal strife, of world relations
It is to be hoped that the normal balance of executive
and legislative authority may be wholly adequate to
meet the unprecedented task before us. But it may be
that an unprecedented demand and need for
undelayed action may call for temporary departure
from that normal balance of public procedure.
I am prepared under my constitutional duty to
recommend the measures that a stricken nation in the
midst of a stricken world may require. These
measures, or such other measures as the Congress may
build out of its experience and wisdom, I shall seek,
within my constitutional authority, to bring to speedy
adoption.
But in the event that the Congress shall fail to take one
of these two courses, and in the event that the national
emergency is still critical, I shall not evade the clear
course of duty that will then confront me. I shall ask
the Congress for the one remaining instrument to
meet the crisis—broad Executive power to wage a war
against the emergency, as great as the power that
would be given to me if we were in fact invaded by a
foreign foe.
For the trust reposed in me I will return the courage
and the devotion that befit the time. I can do no less.
We face the arduous days that lie before us in the
warm courage of the national unity; with the clear
consciousness of seeking old and precious moral
values; with the clean satisfaction that comes from the
stern performance of duty by old and young alike. We
aim at the assurance of a rounded and permanent
national life.
We do not distrust the future of essential democracy.
The people of the United States have not failed. In
their need they have registered a mandate that they
want direct, vigorous action. They have asked for
discipline and direction under leadership. They have
made me the present instrument of their wishes. In the
spirit of the gift I take it.
In this dedication of a Nation we humbly ask the
blessing of God. May He protect each and every one of
us. May He guide me in the days to come.
###
Source: Franklin D. Roosevelt, Inaugural Address, March 4,
1933, as published in Samuel Rosenman, ed., The Public Papers
of Franklin D. Roosevelt, Volume Two: The Year of Crisis, 1933
(New York: Random House, 1938), 11–16.
{Editor: FDR’s words stand firm and hold truth and guidance
for us in 2019, as they did in 1933.}
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“To everything there is a season”

“Yesterday is not ours
to recover, but
tomorrow is ours to
win or lose.”

Frances Pounds Gosnell
11/ 25/39 - 7/30/19
We mark the passing of Fran Gosnell.
We extend our condolences
to her family and friends.
Fran Gosnell was a friend to all.
A Democrat’s, Democrat, Fran worked tirelessly
to promote the Democratic Party, in her
neighborhood, city and county to get out the vote
making phone calls, knocking on doors, serving
as an election clerk and supporting Democratic
elected officials, candidates and causes.

Happy 111th Birthday,
Mr. President!
Lyndon Baines Johnson
August 27, 2019
36th President of the
United States
LBJ was an American
politician who served
as the 36th president
of the United States
from 1963 to 1969.

She graduated from Hamburg High School in
1958, where she was a cheerleader, homecoming
maid, Miss Hamburg, Arkansas and Miss Sunset
1957. A resident of the Dallas area for over 50
years, she was an artist, an art teacher and an
active member of the Garland art community.
Frances enjoyed painting and gardening in her
yard.
Fran is survived by her husband of 56 years,
Tommy Gosnell and son, Greg Gosnell of
Garland; a sister, Gwen Fischer, a host of nieces
and nephews and a multitude of friends.
Our beloved friend will remain in our hearts
forever. She showed us the way to live and be
the best person possible. May She rest in peace
A memorial service to honor Frances’ life to be
held at a later date.
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bits & Pieces
Regarding the Path to Impeachment
Chairman Nadler was very clear in his TV interviews on
Thursday that the Judiciary Committee’s efforts to
investigate whether Articles of Impeachment should be
issued against Trump are an Inquiry into Impeachment
as established in Article I of the U.S. Constitution.
No promises as to outcome, but the House’s inquiry is
now protected by the Constitution's clear designation of
the House’s rights. This doesn’t mean that Trump et al
won’t continue to try to use frivolous defenses, but it
does mean that the House's demands will be very hard
to defeat in Court, a/k/a Judiciary = Third Branch of
Government!
Facebook 8/9/19 Katherine Savers McGovern

John Lingenfelder
My Letter to the Editor this morning
about Texas’ senator, John Cornyn,
has been at the forefront in creating
the disastrous, so-called tax reform
legislation in 2017 that has worsened
our deficit. One of the worst Dark
Money Super PACs paid for a full
page ad in the newspaper to thank
Cornyn for protecting Medicare.
Absolute horse-pucky. Cornyn and
others are working to cut Medicare
and Social Security benefits as a way
to reduce the deficit he helped to
make worse.
Facebook 8/29/19

John’s Letter to the Editor was published in
The Dallas Morning News 8/29/10
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Bulletin board

Tillotson Luncheon
Speaker Series with
State Rep. Julie
Johnson
We invite you to
join us on Friday,
September 13th at
12:00 p.m.
to hear Rep. Julie Johnson, HD115.
All funds benefit the DCDP.
The cost per luncheon is $15.00 for an
individual ticket and includes a meal.
Maggiano’s Little Italy 205 NorthPark Center,
Dallas 75225.
To make your reservation, call the DCDP
Office at 214-821-8331.

Dallas County Democratic Party
Presents

Advertising Rates
1. Club Notices (Meeting times and Date/Events)
Business card, camera ready copy .. $10 per mo.
(3 months .. $25 / 6 months $40 / 12 months $75)
2. Advertisements (Political, Businesses, Events) :
Business card size, camera ready copy. $25 per mo
(3 months, same copy $60)
3. Advertisements (Political, Businesses, Events) :
1/6th page size, camera ready copy .....$40 per mo
(3 months, same copy $100)
4. Advertisements (Political, Businesses, Events) :
1/4th page size, camera ready copy ... $50 per mo
(3 months, same copy $130)
5. Advertisements (Political, Businesses, Events) :
1/2th page size, camera ready copy ....$60 per mo
(3 months, same copy $150)
6. Advertisements (Political, Businesses, Events) :
Whole page size, camera ready copy . $100 per mo
(3 months, same copy $275)
Additional rates available upon request.

(Set up costs i.e. scanning, touch up, construction etc.)
Contact: Rachel Baker Ford, editor
MultiSMus@aol.com (972) 530-6484 / 214-773-4004
All copy is subject to editorial review. Prices subject to
change without notice.
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Monday, September 2, 2019
12:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
DCDP Headquarters & CWA Hall
1414 North Washington Ave.
Dallas, TX 75204
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